STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, complete box(s) in the (gray) area to your choice(s) like this: ☑️

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

- John Nicola and Shain Palma Republican
- Barick Child and John Day Democrat-Labor
- Cynthia McFadden and Rosa Clemente Green
- Aron Calero and Alison Kennedy Social Justice
- Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez Independent
- Bob Barr and Wayne R. Ross Libertarian

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment will have the same effect as voting 'NO' for the amendment.

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, place a checkmark in the box next to the word "YES" or that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, place a checkmark in the box next to the word "NO" for that question.

- Clean Water, Wildlife, Cultural Heritage and Natural Areas

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 748 (Meeker) VOTE FOR UP TO FOUR

- Gregory S. Boelter
- Wayne Gensch
- John Funk
- Lynn Reller
- Kay Kleine
- Rose Thell
- Kris Winter

COUNTY OFFICES

DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE

- Larry Salzer
- Gerald Townsend

DISTRICT 3 VOTE FOR ONE

- Al Franken
- David Wiley

DISTRICT 4 VOTE FOR ONE

- James Pershing
- David Brinkman

CITY OFFICES

MAYOR CITY OF FREEPORT VOTE FOR ONE

- Matt Woms

COUNCIL MEMBER CITY OF FREEPORT VOTE FOR UP TO TWO

- Paul H. Anderson
- Thomas Shock

CITY OF FREEPORT

BOBS ANDerson Republican
- Mickey Bachmann Republican
- R.T. Tinkenberz Republican

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 13A VOTE FOR ONE

- Paul M. Anderson Republican
- Bruce Shick Democrat-Labor

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

- "Virgin" City of Freeport